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Supporting material: machine-readable table
Table 4 turned out to have two errors, so here we publish a table with corrections. These errors do not affect any plots in the paper.
The errors are in the R (R-band magnitude from Yamanoi et al. 2012) and μe,S(model) columns. TheR column had the values of
B-band Kron magnitude by mistake. The μe,S(model) column listed the values of μ0,S(model), which are calculated from the
MU_MAX_MODEL parameter from SExtractor. In order to avoid further confusion, the corrected table includes both μ0,S(model)
and μe,S(model).
We would like to thank Dr. Dmitry Makarov and Ms. Maria Stone for bringing these errors to our attention.
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Table 4
SC-UDG Catalog
SC-UDG ID RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) R B-R other catalogs spectroscopy
1 13:00:17.087 +27:03:04.12 L L
2 13:00:25.342 +27:11:03.90 L L
SExtractor result
Rmag FWHM re,S má ñ( )re S, (model) μ0,S(model) μe,S(model)
[arcsec] [arcsec] [mag arcsec−2] [mag arcsec−2] [mag arcsec−2]
21.4 8.7 2.5 25.7 24.6 26.4
21.7 4.1 1.7 24.8 23.8 25.5
(This table is available in its entirety in machine-readable form.)
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